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About This Game

 Finding summer  - a three-dimensional platformer about a kid named  Aki , whose nostalgia for the past summer forced him
to go on an unforgettable adventure - in search of summer! On the way to his goal, he will meet not only many dangers, but also
make new friends. And of course, such a responsible journey is difficult to carry out alone - that's why you will go to meet the

warm summer days with Aki!
The main feature of the game is the ability  to move between two layers of the level , which makes the environment much

more voluminous and increases the number of possible paths!
On the way to the very reason of traveling - fly, you will visit 4 colorful locations, each of which contains its own unique

mechanics! What exactly is this unusual adventure? What outcome awaits you with Aki at the end of the journey?

 Key Features

 Each level consists of two layers, through which you can move

 Affectionate characters, each with their own character and goals
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 4 colorful locations in the main storyline

 Over 25 levels, with unique design and mechanics

 Challenging difficulty

 Atmospheric Instrumental Soundtrack

 Aki has a cat!
 

 Post-release support

After the release of the game, it will be gradually updated with new storyline additions, access to which will be free for all. Such
updates will expand the game world, as well as implement ideas whose implementation is impossible in just one adventure! In

addition to the development of the plot, the game will be supported technically (regular elimination of errors and bugs)
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Title: Finding summer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vadd games
Publisher:
Vadd games
Franchise:
Finding summer
Release Date: 28 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or later

Processor: 2GHz+, SSE2 support

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3600 MB available space

Sound Card: Asus Xonar Essence STX

English,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese
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Horny Moira suit.. Game played very sluggish, but I have a old PC also. If your willing to put in the time it's worth playing..
very repetitive and very difficult. if grinding exp and craft materials for hours to beat the level and advance the nonsensical
story (and then doing it all over again) sounds fun to you, then this may very well be your game of the year. Just in case the
description of this game leaves you with any doubt: this is first person minesweeper with clunky mechanics.. this dlc is too
frustrating, the only viable strategy is just to run away all the time.. great super duper. finding nemo air force edition
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Beatiful, intelligent and surreal.

Worth the two euros and 50 cents!. why isn't this in any of the party packs ?!!?

8/10. No.
I do not recommend this game.. Game: Guilty Gear Isuka
Genre: Fighting
Developer: Arc System Works
System: Steam (PC)
Total Score: 66/100
Value Score: 6.6/10

• Story: 1/10
• Characters: 8/10
• GamePlay: 6/10
• Graphics: 7/10
• Sound: 9/10
• Music: 10/10
• Length: 3/10
• Replay Value: 7/10
• Player Value: 5/10

Pros
+The idea of a fighting 2D party game is nice with two different planes to fight and up to 4 players can brawl with each other
+Boost mode GG is a beat em up mini game
+Factory mode lets you customize character colors
+Arcade mode lets you enjoy challenging fights against solo opponents or team opponents
+Great cast of characters to play as
+The ability to customize your game's setting with its own separate configuration tool - lets you customize controller button
placement as well and some limited visual settings
+Great OST

Cons
-No Story mode at all
-The changing planes mechanic can make the game an annoying cat and mouse type of disaster
-Due to the fact that they added two planes - they had to add a button that lets you turn around - this causes a difficulty spike to
occur due to how different it makes the gameplay compared to other guilty gear games.
-Boost Mode GG has harsh difficulty in terms of the boss fights - bosses fight exactly like they do in arcade mode NPCs
however the fact that you lose the ability to jump puts you against a unfair handicap
-Lack of graphic options make the game seem like you are playing it on a 1990s or early 2000 PC
-Lack of Online Multiplayer Option. If you love Bomberman, you'll love this.. doesnt work but i dont like give a neg cause its a
good game
ill wait for updates. It's not often I write reviews, but I feel like this definitely warrants it.

Yakuza 0 is my 1st proper Yakuza game. Only other experience with the series was the original PS2 demo for the 1st game.
Which I didn't like at the time so I completely skipped the series. When they started getting ported to Steam I decided to give it
a try since it'd have all the bells and whistles of a PC version.

Thankfully I did because Yakuza 0 is fantastic. It's so absurd and over the top in the best of Japanese ways yet at the same time
manages to balance it properly with the serious story. It also looks great and runs like a dream. Between the tongue in cheek
main side quests and character interactions to some of the OTTness worked into the important cutscenes, exploring the cities
and getting lost into 1 of the MANY mini games for hours (I swear, about 6-10 hours of my game are all just Club Czar),
Yakuza 0 is great from start to finish.

As a massive Shenmue fan who had been waiting for 3 until it was announced in 2015, all these years everyone recommended
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Yakuza to me as the spiritual successor. I can see why. There are many nods to Shenmue in there too. The pink payphone is
lifted directly from Shenmue and dropped into some of the stores, or some of the arcades being named "Game You".

I highly recommended Yakuza 0 and I can't wait to move onto Kiwami and Kiwami 2.

Also, Majima is best badass.
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